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DEFENSIVE LESS CORRELATED RETURNS 
UNCORRELATED RETURNS IN THE MEDIUM TERM 
There is increased demand for low risk, liquid investments that offer lower correlated, positive returns 
in the medium to long term. This is a role that the Levendi Thornbridge Defined Return Fund can fulfil in 
a lower risk portfolio. It’s important to distinguish between short-term and medium-term correlation. In 
the short term, the value of the Fund is likely to fluctuate in line with the level of underlying markets. 
However, in the medium to long term the correlation can reduce. This is because the assets held by the 
Fund can offer a positive return that does not rely on rising markets and can still offer a positive return 
when markets fall (and so correlation can be negative). It is this potentially lower correlation in the 
medium to long term if markets are flat or fall that makes the Fund an appealing diversifying asset for 
lower risk portfolios 

MAXIMISING THE CHANCE OF A POSITIVE RETURN, MINIMISING THE 
CHANCE AND SCALE OF LOSSES 
The principal objectives of the Levendi Thornbridge Defined Return Fund are to maximise the chance of 
generating the target return and to minimise the chance and scale of losses.  

In order to achieve these objectives, the Fund invests in defensive long dated equity linked defined 
return investments. The exact terms of each investment are different, but typically, when the Fund first 
invests in a new asset, the investment will offer a positive return provided the underlying markets are 
above 60% of the initial level at the final maturity date. The investments held offer significant capital 
protection. In most cases the maturity value will be 100% provided that the underlying indices are above 
50% of the initial level when the investment matures.  

DIVERSIFICATION BENEFITS 
Through investing in a portfolio of products with different start dates, initial index levels and maturity 
dates the Fund aims to offer investors duration diversification benefits. A spread of maturity dates 
means that only a portion of the investments held by the Fund will mature in any single quarter 
crystallising the value at that time.  

Levendi prefers longer dated investments because they offer more opportunities for the investment to 
meet the payoff conditions and allow more time for markets to recover above the capital protection 
level if there has been a fall. Analysis shows that longer-dated products can offer a higher chance of a 
positive return and reduce the chance and scale of potential losses. The investment with the shortest 
term to maturity will mature in Q1 2026, the longest maturity is Q4 2029.  
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FINAL PAYOFF AND CAPITAL PROTECTION LEVELS 

 
Source Levendi Investment Management 15th July 2019 

The chart above shows the levels of UK and European equity markets rebased so that the last value is 
100%. The points on the right are the levels that are required for the investments held by the fund to 
mature at 100% and achieve a positive return. To simplify the chart, we have aggregated all the 
investments that mature each quarter and show the average values.  

CONCLUSIONS 
The chart illustrates the defensive nature of the Fund. The historical perspective allows Levendi to 
compare the critical levels required to achieve capital protection and for a positive return with the levels 
of the indices in the past. It’s clear from the chart that the level of the UK and European equity markets 
would have to fall significantly over a protracted period to cause the assets held to fail to offer a positive 
return and then markets would have to fall even more for the maturity value to be less than 100%. The 
comparison with the rebased indices shows that assets held by the Fund will mature at 100% and offer a 
positive return even if the underling equity indices fall back to the levels last seen at the end of the Dot 
Com Crash and the Global Financial Crisis.  

DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this document are communicated by, and the property of, Levendi Investment 
Management Ltd. Levendi Investment Management Limited Ltd is an appointed representative of 
Thornbridge Investment Management LLP which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (“FCA”). The information and opinions contained in this document are subject to updating and 
verification and may be subject to amendment. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or 
limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this 
document by Levendi Investment Management Ltd or its directors. No liability is accepted by such persons 
for the accuracy or completeness of any information or opinions. As such, no reliance may be placed for 
any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this document.  The information contained in 
this document is strictly confidential. The value of investments and any income generated may go down 
as well as up and is not guaranteed. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
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